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 The original Bengali version was titled Bibi Dolpona and released in 1990. The English version, titled It's Showtime!, was
released in 1995, and in 1995 the film won five International Film Awards, including the Audience Award at the Berlin

International Film Festival. Plot In Bengal, Jekhane Bhooter Bhoy is a ghost which appears and haunts houses of people who are
scared of ghosts, much like the Spanish oubliette. It is a Bengali film about two families, the Bengalis and the Krishnachurians,
who live on either side of a river. The Bengalis, the titular characters, are mainly affected by the ghost. The Krishnachurians, on
the other hand, are unaffected by it, because their house has been built with bricks and mortar instead of stones. Each story of
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Jekhane Bhooter Bhoy has a different theme and different narrations, but all three stories have the same climax. The beginning
of the first story depicts a visit to the house of Jekhane Bhooter Bhoy, a British writer who takes shelter from the rain in a

neighbor's house. The neighbor, Sitaram, lives in a Krishnachurian-style house. Sitaram is a caretaker for the house, but also
works as a waiter in the city, and lives with his mother, wife, and son. The writer is unsettled, being paranoid, as he leaves his
suitcase full of money at the house. A group of men go into the writer's house for a night out on the town. While leaving, they

set off a firecracker, and when the writer returns, the firecracker is still burning. The writer believes that the ghost took his
money. The writer then escapes from the burning house and runs into a temple, where the priest sees the ghost sitting on the

water's edge. He offers him a piece of sindoor (a trademark of married women's forehead), which he is hesitant to accept. He
takes the sindoor and gives it to the writer, who then realizes that the priest is actually the ghost, who then disappears into the

water. The writer then returns to his own house, where he recounts the story to his neighbors. The second story also begins with
a firecracker, which a group of young people set off, leaving an empty bottle of Parabat at 82157476af
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